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A B S T R A C T

With the rapid development of social commerce, how to push and diffuse marketing messages in online social
network (OSN) more effectively has increasingly become a significant issue, which can result in benefits for
enterprises, users and platforms. A fundamental solution to this issue is how to accurately and comprehensively
model user interest. To resolve such a significant and challenging task, our study constructed a user interest graph
represented by a hierarchical tree structure that covers a wide range of topics, from coarse-grained to fine-
grained three-level interest topics, such as food, entertainment and shopping, with a total of 167 nodes. In
addition, considering that a user’s interests are always changing over time, an exponential interest decay scheme
is employed in this study. Finally, a series of experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the
proposed model by comparing it with three benchmarks designed based on the proposed algorithm and two
similar hierarchical user interest models. The experimental results demonstrate our model works well to predict
user interests. This research will provide important basic technology and valuable decision support for precise
and personalized social marketing practices.

1. Introduction

Interpersonal interactions – such as information transmission,
emotional communication, business transactions – have been enhanced
by emerging and diverse online social networks (OSN), such as Facebook,
Twitter and Dianping.1 Gradually, a virtual society emerged, which
dominates the bulk of human digital footprints, including relationships
and behaviors (Lazer et al., 2009; Freeman, 2004).

1.1. Research background

In this context, how to utilize behaviors, such as recommending,
reviewing, forwarding and sharing among users in the virtual society
(Mislove, 2009; Zhu, 2013) to carry out effective marketing activities
(Li and Shiu, 2012), has become one of the most important issues in the
social commerce revolution (Stephen and Toubia, 2010; Han et al.,
2018).

The simple and direct pattern of push-forward-diffusion marketing
messages by leveraging asocial graph has been widely adopted in

current practice and academic research on social marketing (Turban
et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2016). Yet, because of inadequate consideration
of user interests and preferences, this pattern can easily result in an
uninterested user's antipathy in marketing message diffusion in OSNs.
Moreover, this simple pattern’s lower precision will undoubtedly in-
crease the marketing cost of enterprises, while the effects and efficiency
often remain unsatisfactory. Further, to improve user experience and
enhance users' stickiness, a growing number of social platforms have
also begun to restrict the indiscriminate flooding with marketing mes-
sages. Therefore, the lack of precision and personalization in current
social marketing practices has been a prominent problem that brings
trouble to users, enterprises and platforms (Burchell et al., 2013). It is
worth noting, though that there actually is a user interest graph in OSN
besides the user social graph shown in Fig. 1 as an example.

Thus, a key issue for improving accurate, personalized social mar-
keting is how to construct a model of user interest, and then effectively
infer user interests from their profile in OSN. This line of research has
also attracted extensive attention from research fields such as decision
support systems in e-commerce and marketing science (Mayer, 2009;
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Zabin and Brebach, 2008).

1.2. Challenges and main contributions

For this interesting and significant issue in social marketing, we
propose a model of an inverted tree-shaped user interest graph (UIG) and
its corresponding unsupervised algorithm by means of extracting and
mining multidimensional user generated contents (UGC) and interac-
tion records in the user’s social network profile. The Chinese OSN
Dianping was chosen for this work. We extracted the feature terms from
items (in “collections,” “reviews,” etc. of the user profiles on the site).
Next, our proposed algorithm generates predictive scores on all of
nodes in the tree to reflect the distribution and extent of user interest.
Our algorithm results will provide basic technology and valuable de-
cision support for more precise and personalized social marketing
practices.

It is difficult to construct such a model for predicting user interests
based on OSN. The main challenges we face include:

(1) The UGC and interaction information extracted from user profiles
are often multidimensional and heterogeneous. They also are al-
ways noisy and unnormalized. Hence, how to preprocess these data
separately is an issue that needs to be addressed.

(2) In a social network profile, the topics a user is interested in are not
always directly expressed. In addition, the item categories listed in
user profile in OSN are often of coarse granularity, flat and incon-
sistent with the current general interest categories. Thus, it is a
challenging problem to build a tree-like structure of UIG with the
item category and then accurately predict the interest scores.

(3) The various items recorded in the user profile tend to change over
time, so how to calculate and reflect the evolution of user interest in
our proposed model is a difficult issue.

The main contributions of this research are:

(1) A three-level structure of UIG is constructed, and the semantic si-
milarity is calculated between the feature terms extracted from the
items in a user’s profile and the interest nodes of the UIG one by
one. This way, the user’s explicit and implicit interests from coarse-
grained to fine-grained interest topics can be inferred.

(2) The dynamic nature of user interest is fully considered in our
model. Therefore, predicting results can more accurately reflect the
on-the-ground truth.

(3) We conduct a series of elaborate experiments to compare our pre-
dictive interest values with user’s real interests obtained from in-
vestigation. The final experimental results demonstrate that the
performances of this model on some typical metrics are advanta-
geous.

2. Literature review

We offer a brief review and discussion of existing research work in
the field of user interest modeling. By comparing the existing work, we
further highlight the contributions of this research.

2.1. Explicit interest acquisition and implicit interest inference

In the field of user interest modeling, there are two ways to obtain
user interest: explicit interest acquisition and implicit interest inference
(Hanani et al., 2001). Explicit interest acquisition is carried out mainly
by means of asking users to directly input or provide feedback (e.g.,
evaluating resources, or adding tags) (Carmagnola et al., 2007). For
example, the Pocket Restaurant Finder system (McCarthy, 2002) can
directly obtain every customer’s dining preferences according to their
score (e.g., distance range, expenditure, and environment). PolyLens
directly collects user preferences through requiring users to rate movies
(O’Connor et al., 2002). By collecting user scores on different items in a
website, a utility matrix representing the user's interests can be built.
The rows represent the user, and the columns represent each user’s
interest scores (Rajaraman and Ullman, 2011).

Schafer and Konstan (2001) constructed recommendations by col-
lecting feedback from readers about books they read. Wen et al. (2012)
also constructed a personalized news recommender system based on
user-defined reading preferences. However, when taking part in these
activities, sometimes users do not have a positive attitude. Also, a re-
latively complete list of interests cannot be provided by many users,
since their interests are often distributed across different environments.
On the other hand, implicit interest inference utilizes such information
as browsing behavior, generated contents, etc., instead of information
on preferences directly provided by the user. Also such user preference
data will change over time and can be detected (Facca and Lanzi,
2005). The research on inferring a user’s implicit interest has gradually
become more mainstream, and has emerged as a hot topic in this field.
Moreover, the methods for inferring implicit interest can further be
divided into the following two subfields, which we will discuss in the
next two subsections.

2.2. Modeling user interest from web server logs

In the Web 1.0 environment, user interest modeling mainly be-
longed to the web usage mining area. (Facca and Lanzi, 2005). This
method extracts the features from the access logs stored in servers,
including browsing behavior (e.g., “duration”) (Liang and Lai, 2002;
Raphaeli et al., 2017), browsing content (Seo and Zhang, 2001) (e.g.,
“viewed web pages”), and clickstream data (Su and Chen, 2015) to infer
and mine user interests. Earlier studies monitored user browsing be-
havior. Sakagami and Kamba (1997), Pazzani and Billsus (1997),

Fig. 1. An example of social relationship graph, user interest graph and their combination.
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Lieberman (1995), and Linden et al. (1997) attempted to build user
interest models based on the user providing implicit and explicit in-
teraction information with the system, and then predicted and re-
commended the user web pages of possible interest. Qiu and Cho
(2006) researched how a user’s interest can be automatically inferred
based on her past click history and further be used to generalize the
personalized search results. Claypool et al. (1997) and White et al.
(2009) explored the correlation of implicit indicators and explicit in-
terest respectively, and the predictive ability of different background
information sources about user interest. Chan (1999) proposed a model
consisting two parts: WAG and PIE. WAG records the users’ web access
patterns, and PIE learns users’ interests based on page contents, and
reorders the results of the search engine. Akcayol et al. (2018) proposed
a new weighted multi-attribute-based recommender system (WMARS) de-
veloped using extended user behavior analysis including: the number of
clicked items in the recommendation list, duration of tracking, likes/
dislikes, association rules of clicked items, etc. To sum up, in the con-
text of Web 1.0, due to the limitations of a single information source
and the scarcity of information, the predicted results by these methods
are often inaccurate and incomplete.

2.3. Modeling user interest from OSN

In the Web 2.0 context, the user profile in OSN can provide richer
and multi-dimensional information, including user generated contents
(e.g., product review, recommendation), user individual behavior (e.g.
tagging, collecting) (Zhu et al., 2015) and interactions among users
(e.g., forwarding, recommending (Hogg, 2010). Capturing and under-
standing user interests clearly are an important part of social media
analytics, which is getting increased attention.

The research on inferring interest from user generated contents is
well developed. Bao et al. (2013) constructed a temporal and social
probabilistic matrix factorization model to predict potential user in-
terests in micro-blogging. Asur and Huberman (2010) discovered that
box-office revenues of movies can be successfully predicted by ana-
lyzing users’ interest in micro-blogging. Banerjee et al. (2009) gathered
tweet data across ten cities worldwide for a period of four weeks to
generate a list of keywords. They then employed mining and statistical
methods to discover the distribution of user interests for categories such
as “games,” “food” and “movies.”

Xu et al. (2010) proposed an improved author-topic model to infer
user topics of interest on Twitter by filtering out interest-unrelated
tweets from the aggregated user profiles. A new collaborative filtering
recommender system was introduced by Nguyen et al. (2017), which is
offered a new methodology: soft ratings. They can be used for modeling
subjective, qualitative, and imperfect information about user pre-
ferences, and for a more realistic and flexible means for users to express
their preferences on products and services. Kapanipathi et al. (2014)
exploited the hierarchical semantics of concepts from tweets to infer
richer user interests expressed as a hierarchical interest graph. This
relates to semantic similarity calculation between items and interest
topics in our model.

From the perspective of user individual behavior and interaction,
Abel et al. (2011) explored whether a user’s professional scientific in-
terests overlap with his social network interactions and can be used to
recommend relevant publications. Ying et al. (2018) provided new in-
sights into user activity in today’s OSNs, in particular the posting fre-
quency and temporal patterns, and suggested a framework for profiling
users based on their posting activities. Ho et al. (2012) estimated the
users’ shared interests based on whether users liked the Facebook pages
for four popular interests, and then studied how the shared interests
influenced conversations and friendships on Facebook. The tags of in-
terest on web resources are first-hand information directly given by
users without any middleman modification. Goel and Kumar (2018)
leveraged the concept of semantic relatedness for tag clustering to
construct a strong user interest profile (UIP), which provides a complete

list of user preference along with his area of interest. However, other
important UGC tags for inferring user interest, such as comments and
reviews, were neglected in this work. In our model, a richer source of
items will be extracted from four representative sections for online user
profile to infer user interests.

The research on user interest modeling by mining user profile in-
cludes: Karatay and Karagoz (2015) proposed a named entity recognition
(NER) model for Twitter user interests based on user profile modeling.
Garcia Esparza et al. (2013) presented a user profiling model based on
topical categorization of URLs in tweets. In their work, a mean profile
prediction accuracy of 0.73 for 32 users over 18 coarse-grained interest
categories was achieved. Zheng et al. (2019) developed a hierarchical
interest overlapping community (HIOC) detection method by studying si-
milar relationships between user profiles, and further presented a per-
sonalized recommendation model. Li et al. (2011) built a hierarchical
user interest model labeled with the topic for each cluster, and then
proposed a graph-based Chinese phrases hierarchical clustering algorithm
(GCPHC). It organizes the user interest in a hierarchy tree structure to
map user interest to topics. This three-level tree structure of user in-
terest topics is also employed in our study. Ma et al. (2011) predicted
users’ higher-level interests based on terminology-specific keywords
extracted from their profiles on social networks. However, this su-
pervised method has some limitations: (1) keyword extraction is do-
main-specific; and (2) Pre-defined ontology for each domain is re-
quired. In our study, a widely-used Chinese ontology, HowNet (2019),
is employed as the basis for sematic similarity calculation.

To sum up, we constructed a novel, general model of UIG evaluated
with a real dataset collected from Dianping.com. This model can be
easily applied to OSNs in other languages after necessary extensions
and modifications. Moreover, the proposed model not only can infer a
user’s wide interests in terms of 167 topics on three levels. This study
also considers the interest decays over time. Finally, the experimental
results demonstrate the proposed model has better performance com-
pared with other benchmarks and two similar hierarchical user interest
models.

3. The UIG model

3.1. The structure of the UIG design

In this study, the interest nodes in the UIG structure not only can
cover the main popular interest topics of users, but also the number of
interest topic levels with different granularities need to be appropriate.
So if there are too few levels (one or two), the representation of the
user's topics of interest will be too rough. In contrast, if too many levels
are designed into the structure, it will be too detailed and lead to
computational complexity. The three-level tree structure has been
widely used in many studies (Su and Chen, 2015; Li et al., 2011;
Kapanipathi et al., 2014). In addition, many real-world e-commerce
websites, such as Dianping, Yelp and Amazon, also present their pro-
duct categories using a three-level hierarchical structure. This study
constructs an inverted tree-shaped structure containing three level of
popular interest nodes to represent the user interest graph. This is based
on the page categories of Dianping.com and Yelp.com, which cover a
wide range of popular Chinese and American lifestyle areas and inter-
ests. Further, some of the very fine-grained (too specific) and similar
interest topics have been filtered or merged in the process of tree
construction.

Eventually, the three-level inverted tree-shaped structure contains a
total of 167 nodes. As shown in Fig. 2, the distribution of nodes in the
tree includes: a root node denoting a user; 6 nodes on top level (Lv1);
39 more specific interest nodes on the level two (Lv2) and 122 fine-
grained nodes on the level three (Lv3). So note that the figure just
shows a partial view of the UIG tree.

A list of notation in the equations in this section of the article is in
Table 1.
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According to the structure of UIG, a formal definition is:

=U n n n n n n n
n n n n n n n

{ | ( , , ...), ( , , ...), .
..|, ..., | ( , , ...), ( , , ...), ...|}

IG

i i i i i i i

1 11 111 112 12 121 122

1 11 12 2 21 22 (1)

whereUIG represents a user U’s interest graph and n denotes an interest
node in the tree, whose subscript corresponds to its hierarchical se-
quence number. For example, ni21 represents the first leaf node on the
third level, which belongs to the second leaf node under the ith top
node.

3.2. The main steps of calculating the interest scores in the UIG tree

As we know, important items restored in the online user profile can
be used as treasures for explicitly or implicitly expressing user interest.
Therefore, the items first need to be collected from some representative
sections of Dianping user profile in our study. Next, based on the
structure of UIG we built, the semantic similarity can be calculated
between feature terms extracted from the collected items and interest
nodes in the tree one by one, and then the weight of every item can also
be calculated. Finally, we predict the interest scores so as to accurately
quantify the extent to which user is interested in every interest node in
the tree. It is worth pointing out that if a certain interest topic cannot be
matched with any node after a complete walking in the tree, this topic
will be finally added into this user’s UIG tree as a newly-discovered
interest node.

Accordingly, we propose the UIG model framework as shown in
Fig. 3. The main steps of the four modules in the framework are dis-
cussed next.

3.2.1. Module 1: item collection
In Module1, four representative sections of “Mine” (representing the

user profile in Dianping), including “collections,” “posts,” “reviews,”
and “orders,” are chosen for the collection of items in this study. The
interface of four selected sections in Dianping is shown in Fig. 4.

Although the items are recorded in different sections respectively,
they may belong to a same or similar topic. In Eq. (2), Iu is defined as
the set of items recorded in the profile of a user u.

=I i i i i{ , , ..., , ..., }u
k m1 2 (2)

where ik represents the kth recorded item and m represents the total
number of items.

In the set of Iu, the fine-grained feature terms will be extracted from
each item, so as to accurately and comprehensively infer user interest
scores on every node of UIG.

3.2.2. Module 2: feature term extraction
For comprehensively and deeply inferring user interests, the items

in Iu are still too coarse-grained. Hence, more fine-grained feature terms
with rich semantic information need to be further extracted. For this,
we employ NLPIR2016 in this study, a Chinese software tool for text
mining and analysis. Through some preprocessing steps of NLPIR2016,
Chinese texts in all of the items of Iu can be segmented, and then the
finer-grained feature terms (Named Entities, Tags and Categories) can
be extracted and identified. This study is only intended to estimate user
interests rather than dislikes, so the feature terms we obtain have to be
subjected to sentiment analysis by using NLPIR2016. After sentiment
judgment is done, only positive or neutral feature terms will be retained
while the negative ones will be eliminated. Moreover, taking into ac-
count the dynamically changing user interests over time, the timestamp
of each item (indicating when it was generated or last updated) needs to
be stored as a label information for further utilization in the subsequent
steps.

For example, a user has a collected commodity page (Huawei mate9
mobile phone) in his user profile. From this page, some important
feature terms can be extracted:

• Named Entities: Smart phone (digital products), Huawei (brand)
Made in China (country).
• Categories: Shopping.

Fig. 2. The designed structure of user interest graph (partially showing).

Table 1
Modeling Notation.

Name Definition Source

UIG A user’s interest graph. Eq. (1)
Iu A set of items recorded in the profile of user u. Eq. (2)
I Ft_u Set of feature terms Ft extracted from item set Iu. Eq. (3)
Ftik Set of feature terms extracted from item ik. Eq. (3)

i( )Iu k Weight of item ik in Iu
. Eq. (4)

SSj Value of semantic similarity between feature term j
and interest node n.

Eq. (5)

ASSik
n Value of average semantic similarity between item

ik and n.
Eq. (6)

WSSik
n Value of weighted semantic similarity between item

ik and n.
Eq. (7)

TWn Timed weight of interest node n. Eq. (8)
<WSSik

n ,Tik
last > With two members: WSSik

n and the timestamp Tlast
ik

of generated or updated item ik.

Eq. (8)

CWn The cumulative weight of node n. Eq. (9)
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• Tags: Digital product, Communication tool, 5/23/2017 (generated
timestamp).

From these extracted feature terms we can further calculate the user
interest scores on the more fine-grained interest topics, such as “digital
products” (a second-level node under the “shopping” node in the tree of
UIG) and “smart phone” (a third-level node). Thus, the extracted fea-
ture terms from Iu provide valuable corpus for inferring fine-grained
user interests with accuracy.

Finally, the set of feature terms Ft extracted from item set Iu can be
represented as I Ft_u , in:

= … …I Ft i Ft_ {( , ), , (i , Ft ), , (i , Ft )}u
i1 k i m i1 k m (3)

where Ftik is the set of feature terms extracted from item ik (ik ∈ Iu).

3.2.3. Module 3: weight calculation
1). Computing the weight of an item in Iu. For each item in I Ft_u , a
normalized Item Weight wi should be calculated, which represents its
contribution for representing user’s interest. For example, assume there
are 50 items in Iu, in which 30 items are about “smart phone.” It can be
inferred that users are interested in the topic, “smart phone.” So it is
reasonable that the item “smart phone” is assigned a higher weight. The
Item Weight is calculated as:

Fig. 3. The framework of the UIG model.

Fig. 4. A screenshot of the interface of Dianping for the user profile “Mine”
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t
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I k

f(i )

k 1
|I | f(i ) 2 k

u
u

u

k
max

k
max (4)

where i( )I ku and tf i( )k represent the weight and frequency of ik in Iu,
respectively. tfmax is the maximum frequency in Iu and |I |u is the total
number of items.

2). Calculating semantic similarity between feature terms and interest
nodes. In this step, the semantic similarity calculation between Ft (the
set of the feature term of each item) and interest nodes in the tree is
made. Its purpose is inferring the extent of implicit interests, which the
user has not expressed in his profile. For example, there is a high
semantic similarity between “footballs” and “sporting goods”: the
similarity value is 0.7). If a user expresses a strong interest about
“football” in some items (e.g., collecting football match pages, or
making a lot of comments about football news), he is highly likely to
go “shopping” and buy some sporting goods related to “football.” The
items “football” and “sporting goods” are actually nodes in different
interest categories (the former is “entertainment” while the latter is
“shopping.” (See Fig. 2) Thus, the implicit interests on the nodes of
“shopping” and “sporting goods” can be inferred by means of the
sematic similarity calculation.

Based on this idea, the values of all nodes on the tree are initially set
at 0, and then the semantic similarity (SS) value between each feature
term in Ft and the interest node is calculated. In this study, for Chinese
text in “Mine” in Dianping, a semantic textual similarity method (Li and
Li, 2001) is called to compute the SS scores. It utilizes the tree hier-
archical structure of “sememe” in HowNet (1019) (an ontology, as the
basis for SS measurement) to calculate the similarity of “sememe,” and
then the similarity between words (as a set of sememes) can be ob-
tained. Thus, SS is found via Eq. (5):

= … … … …= … = …SS W W max Sim S S S S S S( , ) {( , , , , )|( , , , , )}i n j m i n j m1 2 1 , ; 1, , 11 1 1 21 2 2

(5)

=
+

in which Sim S S
distance S S

( , )
( , )i j

i j
1 2

1 2

where … …S S S and( , , , , )is the sememe set for word1, with W Si n11 1 1 1 1i de-
noting the ith sememe. In the same way, S2j is the jth sememe in the set
for word2 W2. Distance(S ,S )1i 2j represents the path length in the tree
structure of Hownet between two sememes, S and Si j1 2 , and is an
adjustment parameter.

At the same time, for some English text in Dianping’s user profiles,
also adopted is the Stanford Natural Language Processing Group (2019)
is as a supplementary tool. Finally, the SS is calculated as a cosine si-
milarity value, whose range is between [0, 1] (0 no similarity, 1 com-
plete similarity). After obtaining SS values, the average semantic simi-
larity (ASS) of this node can be calculated by using Eq. (6).

= =ASS
SS

Ft| |i
n j

Ft
j

i

1
| |

k

ik

k (6)

Here ASSi
n
k represents the average value of SS between item ik and in-

terest node n; and SSk represents the value of semantic similarity be-
tween feature term j in the set of |Ft |ik and node n.

Eq. (6) shows that ASS actually reflects the overall semantic simi-
larity between an item and an interest node in the tree. To simplify the
problem, the ASS values below a given threshold SSthreshold will be set as
0, and will not be used in later calculations. The purpose is to eliminate
the noise and false positives. Due to cosine similarity measurement of
SS, the threshold SSthreshold is set as the widely-accepted value of 0.293
(which equals 1− cos (π/4)).

Next, the weighted semantic similarity (WSS) can be acquired after
ASS is multiplied by the normalized weight of item:

= ×WSS ASS i( )i
n

i
n

I kk k
u (7)

Here WSSi
n
k represents the weighted semantic similarity between item ik

and interest node n.

3). Computing the timed weight (TW) for each node. The longer an item
has been generated or updated, the more user interest about it tends to
decay. Due to the dynamic evolution of user interest, an item’s
generated or updated timestamp will be added in the calculation of
WSS. As a result, the timestamp T of each item and the WSS are
combined to form a pair for representing a timed weight (TW) of an
interest node. Through iterative calculations, each item pair will be
recorded in the TW set, as shown by Eq. (8):

= … … …TW WSS T WSS T WSS T{ , , , , , }n i
n

i
last

i
n

i
last

i
n

i
last

k k m m1 1 (8)

where TWn represents the timed weight of interest node n, the
pair< WSSi

n
k , Tlast

ik >contains two members: WSSi
n
k and the timestamp

Tlast
ik (generated or last updated item ik.).

3.2.4. Module 4: TW propagation and interest decay
1). Spreading the TW from bottom to up in the tree. In the proposed UIG
model, the process of spreading the TW from the leaf nodes on lower
level to their parent nodes on higher level is critical. The reason is that
the upward spread process ensures that high-level interests can be
accurately inferred from low-level fine-grained interests, which are
often expressed by the various extracted feature terms. The spread
process of TW can be explained by example, as shown in Fig. 5, as
follows:

(1) In Step 1 of Fig. 5, it is assumed that each node on the three levels of
a UIG tree has already obtained its set of TW.

(2) In Step 2, add the pair< WSSi
n
k ,T

last
ik >of current item ik to the TW

set of node n111 as the kth weight, which can be expressed as:
TW WSS T,n k i i

last
, k k111 .

(3) The Step 3 is upward spreading TWn w,111 to its parent node. For the
leaf nodes on the bottom, after comparing the TW values among the
sibling nodes, the maximum value is added into the existing TW set
of their parent node. The formal description is: TWn_

parent,k= <Tilast, arg max(TWn,k and sibling nodes)>
For example, after comparing the weights of n111 and n112 (marked
with yellow), it is assumed that the bigger value TW kn ,111 spreads to
the TW set of its parent node n11:TW TWn k n k,11 111, .

(4) In the spreading, for the non-leaf nodes the average value of sibling
nodes is added to their parent’s TW set. The formal description is:
TWn_parent,k‘ = <Tilast, Average (TWn,k and sbiling nodes)> .
As shown in Fig. 5, in Step 4 the weights of n11 and its sibling node
n12 (in green) are averaged, and the value obtained is added to the
existing TW set of their parent node n1 (in blue):
TW Avg TW TW( , )n k n k n1, ,11 12 .

2). Discovering and adding a new interest node. If the maximum ASS
value between every Ft and interest node on three levels is lower than
the SSthreshold, it means that this item is unrelated to any node. In this
case, this item will be added as a newly-discovered topic node of
interest in the UIG tree of that user.

3). Calculating the cumulative weight of each node in UIG tree. In this
process, the Cumulative Weight (CW) needs to be calculated after the
iterative process of bottom-up spreading, TW, concludes. Considering
the time decay of interests, the CW is defined and calculated with
exponential interest decay using the timestamp recorded in the set of
TW. The calculation formula is:

= ×
=

CW TW(1 exp )n
i

TW

n i
T T

1

| |

,
( )

n
pre

i
last

(9)

where CWn is the cumulative weight of node n; and TWn,i is the ith TW
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value in the TW set of n. Tpre and Ti
last (unit: of time: a day) represent

the present and last time when item i was updated or generated,
respectively. And λ is a set of exponential decay constant.

4). Calculating each node’s interest score. To compare the CW value with
the 1–5 Likert scale scores, the CW of each node is further mapped to a
Likert scale score as a node’s interest score by using the inverse cosine
function. To be specific, if the CW value is in range of )cos 0, cos 10 ,
then it should be mapped to a 5 score (‘Most Interested’. Similarly, if the
TW value is in (cos , cos2

5 4 , the mapped CW will be 1 (‘No Interest’).

3.3. The algorithm description for the proposed UIG model

We next present an unsupervised algorithm, according to the main
calculation steps of this model:

Algorithm Description: Generating a User’s UIG with Interest Scores of the
Nodes

Input: (1) A user u’s profile data in a social network platform (including important
items in the “collections,” “posts,” “reviews,” and “orders” sections.

(2) Initialize every node’s weight and score= 0.0 in the hierarchical UIG tree;
Output: The UIG tree of each u with the nodes’ inferred interest scores and some new

added nodes.
(1) Extract the set of feature item I Ft_u from items in u’s profile.
(2) For each item ik do

Calculate the Weight of ik in Iu: i( )kIu

// Traverse the tree from bottom to up.
For each Node n in the UIG do

Calculate ASSik
n (Average Semantic Similarity score between n and ik)

If ASSik
n < SSthreshold (set the threshold value of ASS) then

Set ASSik
n as 0.0

Endif
Calculate the Weighted Average Semantic Similarity (WSS) score: WSSik

n .

Record the kth Timed Weight (TW) in the set of n: TWn,k < WSS T,ik
n

ik
last

If n is a leaf node then

Algorithm Description: Generating a User’s UIG with Interest Scores of the
Nodes

// propagate Timed weights up to n’s parent node.
Calculate the kth TW of n’s parent: TWn_ parent,k = <Tilast, arg max(TWn,k

and sibling nodes)>
Else
TWn_parent,k = <Tilast, Average (TWn,k and sbiling nodes)>

Endif
Endfor
If arg max (ASSik

n ) < SSthreshold then
Discovery and add a new node in the u’s tree of UIG
Endif

Endfor
(3) For each Node n in the tree do

Calculate Cumulative Weight: = ×=CW (1 - TW exp )nn i 1
|TW |

n,i - (Tpre - Ti
last)

Mapping node CWn to a linear value range, 1–5.
Endfor
Return: Output u’s UIG with interest scores (1–5) assigned for all nodes.

4. Validation and evaluation of the experiment

4.1. Data acquisition and preprocessing for experiments

As mentioned earlier, Dianping.com is a Chinese leading OSN that
handles consumers and third-party consumption reviews. It also is one
of the biggest platforms in the world. Currently, Dianping has over 200
million users, and over 3 billion items. We chose Dianping.com for
experimental validation and evaluation as a result. We collect im-
portant items from four representative sections of the user profile
“Mine,” and further extracted more fine-grained feature terms from
these items.

Due to privacy protection concerns, existing data crawler tools
cannot directly obtain user profile data without a user’s authorization.
Dianping also does not provide a public API for extracting user profile
data. In view of this difficulty, we recruited a number of Dianping’s

Fig. 5. An example of TW value spreading bottom up in the tree.
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users to obtain their authorizations, and then extracted online profile
data to then construct their UIGs. To avoid the experimental bias caused
by the similar interests of friends, the diversity and scope of our
Dianping user recruitment is worth considering. The total number of
heterogeneous recruited users is 1146, including undergraduates,
graduates, on-the-job students of different majors in surrounding uni-
versities, and graduates from different industries. We also included
teachers and staff in different universities, Dianping users of offline
consumer sites, as well as the users recruited online. With the prob-
ability sampling method, we randomly selected 50% of the total users.
In this way, the authorized users totaled 573 people. Finally, we le-
veraged a data crawling tool to collect the users’ profile data.

In the experiments, to validate the prediction accuracy of this
model, we asked them to complete an online questionnaire survey (via
www.wjx.cn) to investigate their activity frequency and preferences.
The questions were related to the interest topics in the tree. The values
of the users’ answers in the survey were all in the range 1 to 5 in the
Likert scale (5: very interested, 4: moderately interested, 3: a little in-
terested, 2: not very interested, 1: no interest). We used this as ground
truth and later compared the data with the inferred scores identified in
the subsequent experiments.

Moreover, the collected data were preprocessed according to two
requirements: (1) the retained users were required to be active ones
with at least 200 items in those sections of their profile, because too
sparse a profile could result in an inaccurate prediction in the proposed
UIG model. (2) In addition, in some of the questionnaires that were
returned, we found that the answers were incomplete or that there were
clear contradictions. Such surveys had to be deleted as a result. Thus,
522 of 573 initially gathered users were finally validated and retained.
(3) Then, personal information of participating users irrelevant to this
research was deleted protect their privacy.

Finally, we analyzed the users’ real interest scores on the whole. For
the overall nodes on three levels, the global average score was 3.68. In
addition, we found that the average interest score decreased with level
in monotonic fashion (top level: 4.12, second level: 3.11; third level:
2.74). So on the coarse-grained interest topics of top level, the interests
of most users tend to be consistent, while the interests tend to be diverse
on the more fine-grained topics of lower levels. And it is reasonable that
the average score of the nodes on the top level is relatively higher
compared with lower levels.

4.2. Experiments on scheme selection and parameter adjustments in this
model

For the UIG model and its corresponding algorithm, we first con-
ducted a series of comparative experiments for different scheme choices
and parameter adjustments. In these experiments, 100 users were ran-
domly selected for the testing set (about 20% of 522 users).

First, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) (O’Connor et al., 2002; Seo
and Zhang, 2001) is employed to select the optimal scheme and para-
meter values in the experiments. By using MAD, the deviation can be
calculated between the real and the predicted scores:

= s s| |u n u n
real

u n
pre

, , , , in which su,n
real denotes the real interest score of a user

u on an interest node n; and su,n
pre denotes the predicted interest score

(CW has been mapped to the Likert scale). u,n denotes the absolute
Deviation between these two scores. Finally, for all interest scores of all
users, the value of MADU,N is:

=
=

=

MAD
uU N

u

U
N

,
1

| |
| |

n
N u n1

| | ,

(10)

where |U| and |N| represent the total number of users and interest nodes
respectively. In this study, the total number of nodes is 167.

Next, by utilizing the MADU,N metric in Eq. (10), we select the op-
timal schemes and parameter values for proposed UIG model. The de-
tails follow.

4.2.1. The selection of item weight normalization schemes
In this experiment, three schemes are designed for item weight

normalization for each item ik, and compared against the MADU,N va-
lues generated from these three schemes.

(a) Scheme 1: Constant item weight. The item weight is set with the
same constant for each item, =(i )I ku 1.

(b) Scheme 2: General item weight normalization: =(i )I ku

=tf tf i/ , Ii k
I

i k1
| | u

k

u

k .
(c) Scheme 3: Improved weight normalization method proposed earlier.

After calculations by adopting Schemes 1, 2 and 3, the MADU,N are
1.79, 1.31 and 1.14 respectively. It is obvious that Scheme 3 is best. So
we implemented Scheme 3 in this model.

4.2.2. Determine the Scheme and parameter value for interest decay over
time

(a) Scheme 1: Ignoring the interest decay. Take the maximum TW
value of each node as the final cumulative weight CW value. The
resultint MADU,N is 1.68.

(b) Scheme 2: Exponential interest decay. In this scheme, we de-
signed a method with exponential interest decay to calculate the
CW of node i, which decays over time. See Eq. (9). In this experi-
ment, we vary the value of the exponential decay constant λ to
obtain the minimum MAD. Fig. 6 illustrates the calculated results of
MADU,N for different λ values.

After comparison, Scheme 1 (no decay) performs worse than the
exponential decay Scheme 2, in which the maximum MADU,N is 1.44
and lower than 1.68 obtained from the Scheme 1. Thus, this result
validates our intuition that the dynamic nature of user interest over
time should be fully considered, and the updated or generated time-
stamp of each item is an important factor to take into account. As we
can see in Fig. 6, λ=0.022 achieves the lowest MADU,N 1.11 in the
exponential decay scheme. Hence, we use λ=0.022 in the following
experiments.

4.3. Experiments on algorithm performance compared with three
benchmarks

In the experiments conducted in this section, three comparative
benchmarks are designed based on the proposed UIG model by using
different sets of schemes or approaches to verify their impacts on the
performance of this model. More details about these benchmarks are
described next:

(1) Benchmark 1: This benchmark is based on the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 6. The calculated results of MADU,N with different λ values.
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The leaf nodes and non-leaf nodes are not distinguished in the
process of applying the bottom-up weight spread in the tree, and
the average weight value of the child nodes is spread upward to
their parent node.

(2) Benchmark 2: This benchmark does not directly utilize an item’s
name as the only feature to generate the user’s interest tree, unlike
the fine-grained feature terms, which further extract them from the
items. The ASS score= 1 if a match is found, else 0 after lexical
comparison.

(3) Benchmark 3: The algorithm assigns the global average user score
3.68 to each node in the tree uniformly in this benchmark.

Next, to evaluate the performance of the UIG model, we compare
the three benchmarks with our algorithm in terms of: prediction ac-
curacy, MAD, and the real and predicted relevant interest score.

4.3.1. Accuracy of interest prediction
To evaluate interest prediction accuracy, the scores of the real and

predicted nodes were divided by using the thresholds for ‘Interested’
(denoted by C1) and ‘Not Interested’ (denoted by C2). Since the scores
are all 1 to 5 Likert scale values, we set the classification threshold to
3.0. Thus, su,n ≥3.0 represents ‘Interested’ and su,n < 3.0 represents
‘Not Interested.’ The classical fusion matrix method in data mining was
employed to measure prediction accuracy, defined as:

+
+ + +

t t
t t f f

c c

c c c c

1 2

1 2 1 2 (11)

where tt , cc1 2 represent the number of true positives (C1: Interested) and
true negatives (C2: Not Interested) respectively, and f , fcc1 2 represent
the number of false positives and negatives.

Next, by using the metric shown in Eq. (11), interest prediction
accuracy was compared for the proposed UIG model and the three
benchmarks. Fig. 7 shows the average prediction accuracy results of all
the nodes on each level and all the levels in the tree. We observe that
our proposed UIG algorithm performed best for prediction accuracy,
compared with the other benchmarks. Since the coarse-grained interest
topics on the higher level (Lv1) are more general and tend to be re-
cognized by more users than the fine-grained ones on the lower levels
(Lv2 and Lv3). it is reasonable that the average prediction accuracy of
Lv1 is comparatively higher than Lv2 and Lv3 in these four models.

4.3.2. Mean absolute deviation
In this experiment, the MADU,N in Eq. (10) is employed to evaluate

the performance of prediction deviation for the UIG model and other
benchmarks. A lower value for MAD indicates superior performance.
Similarly, the MADU,N values of all nodes on each and global levels in
the tree of 608 users were calculated for performance comparison. From
Fig. 8, the values of MADU,N are all the lowest on each level, based on

our choice to leverage the UIG model and algorithm. Moreover, there is
a common trend for the four models: the MAD value increased as the
level went down. That is because, for the coarse-grained interest topic
nodes owned by the higher levels, users were more consistent in their
recognition and degree of interest. Naturally, the value calculated by
Eq. (10) is lower. Similarly, the interest topics were scattered and more
specific on the lower levels, such that users’ interests are more incon-
sistent, and then MADU,N was naturally comparatively higher.

4.3.3. Pearson Product-Moment correlation analysis
The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (PPMCC) is a

widely-used statistical approach to measure the correlation between
two continuous variables, and is in the range of [−1, 1]. The larger the
absolute PPMCC value is, the stronger the correlation. In this experi-
ment, the PPMCC γ between the real and predicted interest scores on
each level for 608 test users was calculated to further validate the
prediction accuracy. Fig. 9 presents the results of γ on each level and all
levels in the UIG tree by using four benchmark algorithms. It shows that
our proposed algorithm achieves the highest γ value at all levels com-
pared with other benchmarks, which expresses the real and predicted
interest scores are highly correlated, and also illustrates the algorithm
has the distinct advantage on the prediction accuracy. In addition, the
values of γ on the Lv1 are all greater than 0.7 from the four algorithms,
while the average values of γ are all less than 0.7 on Lv3. This indicates
the coarse-grained interest topics can more easily be inferred, and thus
the γ value is bigger than those fine-grained topics on lower levels,
which also corroborated the experimental results of first accuracy ex-
periment presented previously.

From the results shown in the three experiments, our algorithm
outperforms all three other benchmarks. Benchmark 3 is the worst due

Fig. 7. The average prediction accuracy of all nodes on each level and all levels.

Fig. 8. MADU,N of all nodes on each level and on the overall levels.

Fig. 9. The results of γ between real and predicted interest scores on each level
and overall levels.
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to its oversimplified method of interest score assignment.

4.4. Comparison experiments with other hierarchical user interest models

4.4.1. Performance comparisons on Precision, MAD and Pearson
correlation

Finally, two typical hierarchical user interest models similar with
the proposed UIG were chosen to conduct experiments of performance
comparison, GCPHC (Li et al., 2011) and HIG (Kapanipathi et al.,
2014), respectively. In GCPHC, five correlation functions are used in
their algorithms, of which we chose four of the better ones (AEMI,
AEMI3, IT, PS) for our performance comparison. Similarly, we adopted
two parameters (Bell and Bell log) used in the HIG are model in the
comparison experiments. Table 2 shows the results of the performance
comparison on three precision metrics, MAD, and Pearson correlation.
The values of the precision metrics and Pearson correlation are better
when they are larger, and MAD is opposite. Thus, it can be clearly seen
that our UIG model outperforms the other two models, GCPHC and
HIG, including the various functions and parameters used that are used.
In the UIG model, more diverse items are required for the user profile,
instead of only web pages or tweets. Also, considering the time decay of
interests, the processes of TW propagation and CW calculation were
employed, so this model can infer user interest better. Thus, our results
are reasonable based on the above analysis.

4.4.2. The comparison experiments on time consumed
Finally, we evaluated the time consumed by the three algorithms:

GCPHC-AEMI (Li et al., 2011), HIG-Bell (Kapanipathi et al., 2014) and
the proposed UIG. The experimental schemes that we now turn to were
designed to include: (1) the number of users was varied with 20% in-
crements in each step; and (2) the nodes on all levels in the tree were
increased by 20%. We investigated the time consumed by these three
algorithms related to the two schemes separated, as shown in Fig. 10a
and b. The unit of time is minutes. As we expected, the UIG algorithm

took a little more time compared with the others, due to more subtle
processes involved in this model. But the time consumed for UIG grew
gradually with increases in users and interest nodes, so it has good
scalability.

From the results of the experiments we conducted, the advantages
of our model and algorithm can be summarized. (1) The extracted
feature terms are from more diverse items in online user profiles, in-
stead of only the item names, webpages or tweets, so they are very
valuable for inferring fine-grained and comprehensive interests. (2) The
well-designed TW and CW calculation processes in the proposed model
also help to accurately infer implicit interests. Thus, the results of MAD
and prediction accuracy were significantly enhanced, especially on the
lower levels. (3) Considering the temporally dynamic nature of user
interests, the bottom-up weight spread scheme in the tree is also con-
ductive to improving interest prediction accuracy.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a model and a related unsupervised al-
gorithm based on UGC and interaction information extracted from a
user’s online profile. First, combining the page category of Dianping
and Yelp, we constructed a three-level hierarchical UIG tree, covering
general interest topics (nodes). Next, we extracted fine-grained features
from the items recorded in four representative sections. Then, the se-
mantic similarity was calculated between feature terms and all interest
nodes on all levels in the tree of UIG one by one, and then the timed
weight of every item was able to be obtained. In addition, the timed
weights were propagated from bottom to up in the tree. Taking the
characteristic of user’s interest decaying over time into consideration,
we also designed a scheme of exponential interest decay in this study.

We conducted a series of experiments on scheme selection and
parameter adjustment for this model and performance comparisons. In
comparison with three benchmarks and two similar hierarchical models
on the various metrics including accuracy, MAD and Pearson

Table 2
The result of performance comparison among GCPHC, HIG and the proposed UIG.

Models Precision (%) MAD Pearson Coefficient γ

Lv1 Lv2 Lv3 All Lv1 Lv2 Lv3 All Lv1 Lv2 Lv3 All

GCPHC-AEMI 84.93 79.63 71.21 74.33 0.93 1.08 1.16 1.07 0.81 0.72 0.62 0.66
GCPHC-AEMI3 82.05 76.22 69.48 72.42 0.99 1.14 1.23 1.14 0.77 0.65 0.61 0.62
GCPHC-IT 76.36 69.83 61.27 65.33 1.08 1.16 1.25 1.23 0.72 0.63 0.54 0.57
GCPHC-PS 69.34 58.22 50.58 53.12 1.20 1.26 1.41 1.34 0.62 0.52 0.45 0.50
HIG-Bell 86.11 80.21 72.19 76.32 0.85 0.96 1.09 1.02 0.87 0.75 0.65 0.63
HIG-Bell log 81.70 75.35 67.25 71.31 0.95 1.02 1.14 1.05 0.79 0.69 0.58 0.67
UIG 91.39 83.75 75.46 80.01 0.71 0.90 1.02 0.91 0.91 0.79 0.65 0.74

Fig. 10. Time consumed for three models varied with increase of nodes on (a) all levels and (b) users.
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correlation, our algorithm outperformed other benchmarks and models
at all levels of the tree for all users in the collected dataset. In addition,
for the metrics on time-consumption and scalability, the proposed al-
gorithm has pretty good performance as well. The experimental results
show that the proposed model and algorithm can predict a user’s ex-
plicit and implicit interests more accurately and comprehensively on
both coarse-grained and fine-grained interest topics. Therefore, this
research will provide important basic technologies and valuable deci-
sion support for social marketing practices, including building accurate
user interest profile, personalized ad push-diffusion in OSN, and so on.

Although the proposed UIG model can comparatively accurately
infer a user’s a wide range of explicit and implicit interests, especially
for fine-grained interest topics at the lower levels, how to construct an
accurate and efficient model of user interest in OSN is still a challenge.
Some problems still need to be further addressed and solved in the
future. They include:

1) Over-reliance on information extracted from individuals. In some
cases, just relying on the information extracted from an individual user
is not sufficient for accurately inferring his or her interests. Therefore,
we are considering to leverage the relational ties between users in OSNs
(including unidirectional weak ties or bidirectional strong ties) to fur-
ther improve the algorithm’s accuracy and coverage, especially in the
case of inferring user’s implicit interests. This idea was inspired by the
classic collaborative filtering method, also is based on common sense
that friends often share similar interests and preferences. So this ap-
proach ought to be useful to address the cold start problem for such a
system.

2) User interests are inferred from positive or neutral feature terms.
In the current framework, to simplify the study, user interests are
mainly inferred from positive and neutral feature terms. A question
worth more deeply exploring is: How do negative terms about “dislike”
affect the expression of user interests? This issue is an appropriate di-
rection for future work.

3) The decay of a user’s interest. Another challenge is the decay or
change of a user’s interest over time. Based on the exponential interest
decay approach of proposed in this study, we believe it is worthwhile to
design different mechanisms to more accurate reflect the trends that
can be discovered in the evolution of a user’s interest. This touches on
real-world problems related to social marketing.
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